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Widget

Feature Points

Short Description

Territorial
availability
(x = worldwide)

Separating Line

0

A website element that graphically separates
different contents from each other.

x

File Download

0

Allows for the integration of files and
documents to be downloaded by website
visitors.

x

Counter

1

Available in different styles this widget counts
the hits on a website - visible or invisible.

x

Youtube Video

1

Adds a Youtube video to the website.

x

Vimeo Video

1

Adds a vimeo video to the website.

x

1

A handy tool so website visitors are informed
about the office hours at a glance. Includes
the current opening status and company
holidays.

x

Sitemap

1

The Sitemap widget lists all pages of the
website hierarchically and helps both visitors
and search engine bots find specific pages on
the website.

x

Ticker

1

Users simply enter a ticker text to highlight the
latest news about their business or anything
else.

x

Facebook Like

1

Adds a Facebook Like button to the website.
This widget also supports SecureClick for
increased data privacy.

x

Google+

1

Adds a Google„+1“ button to the website. This
widget also supports SecureClick for
increased data privacy.

x

Twitter Share

1

Adds a Twitter Share button to the website.
This widget also supports SecureClick for
increased data privacy.

x

Xing Share

1

Adds a Xing Share button to the website. This
widget also supports SecureClick for
increased data privacy.

x

LinkedIn Share

1

Adds a LinkedIn Share button to the website.
This widget also supports SecureClick for
increased data privacy.

x

Call-back Form

2

A specialized form that gives visitors the
opportunity to ask for a call-back.

x

Contact Form

2

A general contact form so visitors can share
their thoughts, praise, and criticism with the
website owner.

x

Office Hours

2

Provides visitors with the option to leave a
comment. The widget includes email
notification service and comfortable
management of guest entries.

x

Insta Feed

2

A quick and easy way to integrate an
Instagram photo and video feed into the
website. Images can be selected by
popularity, specific tags or an individual user
feed. The widget supports gallery and
slideshow mode.

x

Meeting Request

2

A specialized form to request a personal
meeting. The visitor can also opt-in to receive
further information about the business.

x

Podcast

2

Augments a website’s content by displaying
podcasts from external providers.

x

Proposal Request

2

Prospective customers can send businesses
a detailed request without leaving the website.

x

Reservation

2

This form handles all reservation requests, no
matter if it is a business lunch or a candle light
dinner.

x

RSS Feed

2

Keeps websites updated automatically.
Website owners simply subscribe to RSS
feeds of their choice and add them to their
own content.

x

Search

2

Adds a search bar to the website that enables
website visitors to quickly find what they are
looking for.

x

2

Adds an opinion poll to the website in
seconds. Website owners simply enter their
question and define the possible answers. If
desired, results can be displayed graphically
in addition to the pure numbers.

x

2

Depending on where it is placed on the
website the widget displays either the present
weather situation or a three day forecast in a
graphically appealing way.

(U.S.& Canada
only)

Facebook Page

3

Users with a Facebook Page have the choice
to enhance link to their Page or to embed data
from their Page including profiles, likes and
streaming of posted comments.

x

Google Calendar

3

Integrates one or more given Google
Calendars within the website.

x

Twitter

3

Users with a Twitter account can integrate a
list of current tweets within their website from
either their own account or related to a hash
tag or search keyword.

x

Animated Photos

5

Applying the Ken Burns effect animated
photos bring a stylish look to a website and
complement the classic slideshow.

x

Guestbook

Voting

Weather

5

Website owners can easily publish upcoming
events and configure the widget in a way that
it automatically removes expired ones.

x

News

5

This widget provides visitors with a compact
overview about the latest news and posts.
Users conveniently create, manage, and
delete entries directly within the widget’s
configuration menu.

x

Photo Gallery

5

Let’s visitors see a set of photos at a glance.
Frame size, spacing, and number of images
per page are adjustable.

x

Photo Table

5

Photobook

5

This widget takes the term photo album
literally and lets the viewer leaf through a
virtual photobook.

x

Slideshow

5

The classic slide show feature enhanced with
comprehensive options to set timing,
animation effects, and much more.

x

5

Based on Bing® Maps, this widget enables
users to integrate a map into their website
which displays their business location.

Event Calendar

Map

The viewer experiences the photos like
Polaroid® prints lying on a table. They can be
mixed and zoomed in at will.

x

limited to the
geographical areas
covered by
Microsoft’s map
service “Bing maps
for enterprises

SITES FULL VERSION only WIDGETS:

Widget

Embed

Driving Directions (with up to
250 requests per month)

Bookatonce

booking.com

Short Description

Our all-round talent handles every type of external
content integration. Potential applications include
online shops such as Amazon® aStore as well as
content syndication or third party business services.

Territorial
availability
(x = worldwide)
x

Website owners can display their business location on
an interactive map. Additionally, they have the option
to provide visitors with detailed driving directions. To
offer this service we have licensed Microsoft’s Bing™
Maps for enterprises.

limited to the
geographical areas
covered by
Microsoft’s map
service “Bing maps
for enterprises

In cooperation with Bookatonce, a specialist for webbased hotel management software, we developed this
online booking widget. Customers of Bookatonce can
easily integrate both the online hotel reservation
service and an availability calendar into their website.

limited to the
geographical areas
covered by
bookatonce.com

In cooperation with booking.com, the world leader in
booking accommodations online, we developed this
online booking widget. Hotel owners can easily
integrate a booking button into their website that

x

checks room availability and connects to
booking.com.
Open Table

This widget was exclusively developed for our partner
OpenTable®. It enables visitors to conveniently book
a table while they are on the website – no extra call or
email necessary.

limited to the
geographical areas
covered by
opentable.com

Integrates a choice of eBay products within the
website. Based on a given seller ID or shop ID or
keyword based search results.

x

Ebay

Ebay Product

Integrates a single eBay product within the website
based on a given product ID.

x

Users can set up their own entry level online shop
with different payment methods including PayPal®.
The layout automatically fits to the chosen CM4all
Sites website design.

x

Integrates a contact form into the website that
automatically sends all requests to a configurable
incoming queue within the ACTCloud! CRM system.

x

ActCloud!

Enables a seamlessly integration (embed) of Ecwid
shops via a given Ecwid Store ID or to create a new
Ecwid Store.

x

Ecwid Store

Users can select a number of languages by their flag
that will be shown within the website. Each flag can
link to an internal page or external website.

x

Languages

Enables the integration of the open source PHP
Bulletin Board. The widget comes with pre-configured
configurations for a publicly accessible forum and a
forum only accessible by registered users. In the latter
case, visitors can register directly on the website. In
addition, the standard board language, standard email address, and an admin password for logging in
via the live website can be set by the website owner.

x

Integrates a blog (based on open source Flatpress
software) within the website with a number of
configuration options. The user can write blog posts
by logging in on the live website.

x

Shopping Cart

phpBB3

Blog
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